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This aim of this chapter is to introduce the concepts of mechanobiology, and to 

proviclr a broad overview of the work being performed in the field . In t he intro

ductory srclion . a definition of mrchanobiology is presented, in Srction 2 son1e 

conipuLa tiona l approaches for si mulation of tissue difl'erenliation a nd rrmodeling 

in response to mechanical load ing arr rcvirwrd, and in Section 3 classes of experi

IIJCnls in mechanobiology arc listed and severallypical experiments arc described. 

lkspilr the faclthalmuch of the work in mrchanobiology (as describPd in Section 

3) is p rrformed in the area of orllwpncdics, its concepts also have more broad 
application in understanding how mechanical forces regulate the adaptation of all 

biological s trudures. Thereforr, as a n exa1nple of a non-orthopaedic a pplication , 

in Section ·I of this chapter, rrsearch in application of mechanobiological principlrs 

to examine the response of artrrirs lot hr placrment of a cardiO\·ascnlar stents is 

gin'n. 
\ll'chanobiolugy assumes that the rulrs gon•ming tissue rPsponse to s t rPss are 

encodt>d in the genes. In Section 5 of this chapter. a theoretical framt>work for 

nHJdeling Lhc evolution of mechn norcgnlation is presented. ll is found that il may 

pro\·e possible to describe mechanorC'gulnlion equations in rrlationship Lo Lhe 

geno nlC. If this would prove lobe true, it might present an interesting avenue of 

research on Lhe regulatory ro le of mcchanosensi li ve genes in human hea lth . 
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1. Introduction 

In their 2002 paper titled ·'\\'hy :\lcchanobiology?··. ,·an dcr :\Jeuleu and 

Huiskes (2002 ) wrote that skeletal mechanobiology aims to discover 

''how mechanical forces modulate morphological and structural fitness of 

the skeletal tissues bone, cart ilage, ligament, and tendon·· . 

.t\Iore informally, this means that mechanobiology aims to discover why 

the organs and tissue of animals arc constructed as they arc. \\"hy do bones 

have 8n external shape and internal structure that seems optimized for load 

bearing? \\"hy does cart ilage appear at the ends of long bones where it is 

needed for lubrication of joints? \\'hy do ligmnents form to constrain the 

motion of bones so cfl"ccLivcly? The use of the ,,·ord ··fitness·' in the defin

ition of mechanobiology is not accidental: it harkens back to Darwin and 

the survival of t he fittest. It is noteworthy that mcclwnobiology is not a 

word that achieves universal acclamation because of its implicit assumption 

that the human body has machine-like charactl>ri"tics. a proposal alt ributed 

to such philosophers as Descartes (Prendergast. 2003). llowc\'er the human 

body does con,·ert eh em ical energy into mechanical energy to cause motion. 

and like mechanical machines it also wenrs out, so machine-like features can 

be identified C\'en if the metaphor of a machine is a disturlJing one. 

Biological structures arc the result of natural selection. They luwc com

plex, solllctimes beautiful shapes (Alexander. J 99--J ). These complex musculo

skeletal shapes are challenging to analyzC' from a struct mal point of view be

cause they arC' formed from ntntcrials that are nnisotropic and ,·iscoe!m,lic:. 

The biology is challenging also. l>entusl' the regulatory IIICchnnisms govern

ing skeletal construction arc so intricnll' that, l'VCII if we kno,,· them iu every 

detail, it would be difficult to assemble the facts to crpatc a predictive model. 

::\Tonetheless such is the aim of mechanobiological modcling it aims to es

tablish prcdicti,·c models of how mechanical forces cause changes in tissue 

type. st mctme. and shape (Cart er and Beau pr6. 2001). 

:\lcchanobiology has long been of interest to biologists; \YC can think par

ticularly of the work of H oux in t lH' 19th Century <1 IHI P a m\·cls in the 201 h 

Century (Prcndergast. 200-J: nul c!N :\leulcn and l!uiskcs. 2002). Recently 

interest has gro,,·n because it is recognized that Inusndoskeletal clisea::;es arc 

becoming eYcr more prcnllcut because of the greater number of older people 

in the population, and because of higher expectation::; in hcallhcare. There

fore, recent research has brought forward many compel ing theories relating 
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mechanical s timuli to tissue growth and adaptation (Prendcrgast, 2003). It 
is interesting that Currey (1995), a well known biologist, questions the pre

dictive power of these theori es; this matter of predictive power of theories in 

biomechanics was addressed previously (Prendergast, 2001). 

2. Computational models of tissue (bone) r emodeling and tis
sue differentiation 

vVhen a tissue is exposed to a mechani cal stresses, the strc scs can regu

late either 

(i) a change in the t issue phenotype, by which we mean it changes from 

one class of tissue to another , e.g. cartilage could change into bone, or 

(ii) the t issue will not change but rather it will reorgauize its internal struc

t ure. T his case applies mainly to bone, and the process is called bone 

remodcling. 

The first mechanobiological t heories were applied to bone remodeling by 

the German anatomists and embryologists of the last century. Firoozbakhsh 
and Cowin (1981) give a description of these, which are now of a certain 

historical interest. Cowin & Hegcdus (1976) proposed a continuum theory 

of adaptive elasticity where every material point could adapt its density in 
response to mechanical timuli. A very comprehensive review of adaptive 

elasticity theory is presented in Cowin (2003); it may be classified as a phe

nomenological theory because it is not based on a mechanism of cell activity 

bu t rather on continuum mechanics theories that arc later corroborated by 

experiment (Hart, 2001) . Mechanistic bone remodeling theories, on the other 

hand, involve the use of assumpt ions about t he behaviour of cells . The im

plementation of one such theory in a numerical model will be described in 

Section 2.1 below. Regarding tissue differentiation, theories have been develo

ped follow ing the ideas of the German orthopaedic surgeon Fredrick Pauwels. 

A brief descr iption of this will be given in Section 2.2 below but a more thor

ough analysis is given previously (Prcnclcrgast et al., 2004.). 

:.rechanorcgulation theories are formulated in terms of an algori thm. l t 

begins with a stress analysis of the musculoskeletal element, and uses con

t inuum quantities to pred ict tissue remodeling or different iation . These new 

material properties are then used to update the shape and material proper-
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F IGURE 1. The present stale of lllechanobiological models. Forces acting on the 
organs ar(' used to calculate continuum levels of biophysical stinntli. These con
tinuum quantities arc used to predict the change in mass and structure of the 
tissues based on assumptions about the behaviour of cells. 

tics of the \\'hole bone for a new structural analysis : hence the process is an 

iterative process (Fig. J ). 

2 .1. A B on e r emode ling theor y 

H uiskes et al. (2000) de::;cri be a theory \\'here bone resorbing, cells ( ost eo

clasLs) and bone dcposi ti ng cells (osteoblast s) perform remO\·al and deposi

t ion of bone in response to signals received from osteocyte cells dispersed 

throughout the bone matrix. Put in mathematical terms, if we let m denote 

relative bone density (m = 1.0 for fully mineralized tissue) and let P(x:, t) 
denote the mechanical stimulus for osleoble1st recruitment at surface location 

1: as a fnnnion of time t, then, if P(:r, t) > kll. \\·here k1r is a threshold level 

of mechanical stimulus we write 

dm 
-
1
- = T {P(.r, t)- ktr}- l"oc · 

et 
(2.]) 

r being a time constant. and l"oc being an osteoclast resorption rate which is 

assumed to be constant. If PCr;, I)~ ku then 

dm 
~= -roe· (2.2) 

The osteoblast recruitment stimulus is calculated form mechanical stimuli 

acting in a continuum model of the tissue. J n J f uiskes cL al. (2000), P(x, t) is 

calculated as the strain energy density integrated O\'er the bone. It is assumed 
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t hat osteocytes local to the remodeling site have more influence than distant 

ones, 1. e .. 
n 

P(x , t) = L fi(x)JtiRti(t), (2.3) 
i=l 

where j 1 (x) is an exponentia l decay function, JLi is the mechanosensitivity of 

osteocyte i, and Ru(t) is the strain energy density rate sensed by osteocyte 

i, and n is the number of osleocytes in the neighbourhood of the surface 

location considered. The exponential decay function is given by 

J(x) = e-(d,(x)/D), (2 .4) 

where di(1:) is t he distance between osteocyte i and location x and D is 

a constant. These equations can be used in an iterative scheme simila r to the 

scheme shown in Fig. 1. Finite clement moclcling is used to clcscri be the con

tinuum, and to simulate reaction of a co nt inuum to a change in the loading. 

This algorithm automatically creates a trabecular structure that adapts to 

altered loading. 

2.2 . A ti ssue d ifferentiation theory 

Several theories in mcchanobiology t ry to explain how mechanical fo rces 

regulate the differentiaLion of t issue from one phenotype to another (Pren

dergast and Van der l\Ieulen, 2001). A theory proposed by Prcndcrgast et 

al. (1 997) and later improved to include migratiou, proliferat ion, and deaLh 

of cells within the regeuerating region (Lacroix and Prcndergast, 2002; I<elly 

and Prendergast, 2004) is that strain and fluid flow act as the combined 

sLimulus (S) to regulaLe stem cell differentiation such that a value of S given 

by, 
I V S=-+
a b 

(2.5) 

where 1 is the peak shear strain and v is the peak fluid velocity, and a and 

b are empirical constants. Based on the value of S, the tissue phenotype is 

determined according to 

0 ::; S < n Bone resorption 

n ::; S < 1 Bone 

1 ::; S < m Cartilage 

m::; S Fibrous connective tissue 

(2.6) 
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These equation::; can be combined with finite element modcling in an iterative 

::;cheme (Fig. J) to simulate t i::;::; uc different iation , where the st imuli (r, v) arc 

calculated using a biphasic poroelastic finite clement model. There a re three 

aspects of the numerical simulation to consider fur ther, 

(i) the model computes continuum-level stimuli which are not directly re

lated to the stimul i actually acting on the cells within the t issue, 

(ii ) the generation of the maximum level of stimulus in a poroelastic me

chum does not occur until after a number of cycles of loading, 

(i ii ) a tissue does not difrerenliate immediately and it Lakes some time for 

the stimulus to provoke change. 

3. Experimenta l models 

Experiments are required to determine t he many parameters required for 

the mcchanobiological models . Experiments arc also u::;ed to confirm that the 

mechanobiological models can provide realis tic predict ions. 

3. 1. Cell exper imen ts 

The first group of cell experiments involves applying a mechan ical stim

ulation d irectly to cells in culture. Examples of such experiments a re those 

t hat place cells on plates a nd bend or stretch the plates. Alternat ively a fluid 

shear stress (steady, oscillating, or pulsatilc) can be applied to the cells in 

monolayer. The outcome of these experiments is included release of either 

a signaling molecule or a matrix molecule by the cell (Fig. 2). For example in 

the fluid flow cxpcrilllcnt on bone cells by Klcin-Nulend cL a l. (1996), it was 

found that fluid flow uprcgulatcd Nitric Oxide and Prostagland in E2 release 

relative to cells that were not stimulated by fluid flow. This , and similar ex

periments, show that cells respond when they are deformed, whether it be 

by fluid fl ow or strain. 

The second group of experiments applies mechanical forces to individual 

cells. An atomic force microscope (AF\I) can be used. (ln AFI\I, a laser is 

shone onto a \'Cry small cantilever. At the end of the cantilever is a 'tip' and 

when the tip comes in contact with a su rface the cantilever bends and the 

laser beam is deflected.) The AFf..I can be used to measure force since there 

is a calculable relationship between the fo rce at the tip and the deflection 
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FIGURE 2. The hypothesis is that, cell deformation causes cells Lo express bot,h 
111at.rix molecules and signaling molecules. tllatrix molecules form the ext.ra cel
lular matrix (EC:\l) and signaling molecules generate responses from other cells. 
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of the beam. For example, Charras and Horton (2002) applied an AF I tip 

to osteoblast-like cells and found that release of ea++ ions was stimulated 

when the cell was indented. 

Another single cell method is micropipette aspiration whereby cells arc 

deformed as they sucked into the pipette (Fig. 3). Since the pressure required 

lo deform the cell can be measured, the viscoelastic properties of the cell 

can be calculated from such experiments. An example of such experiments 

arc those on chondrocytes (cart ilage cells) from normal and osteoarthritic 

carti lage by Joncs et al. (1999). 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. A chondrocyte cell is sucked into a glass pipelt.e and the pressure 
required to do so is monitored. F'initc clement models can be used to fit the 
homogcnizrd properties of the cell to t.hr observed dcfonnat.ion (whit,e bar equals 
5 J.Llll). Aft.er .Joncs et al. (l!.l99). 
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3.2. In vtvo exp erime n ts 

In this case animals arc used and experimcnb an• pNfomtccl that per

turb the \\·hok liYing system to C\"Oh' a response \\"hich can be rnocleled Ill 

a computer simulation. 

These experiments can be divided into t\\·o categories: the first is ex

periments performed wit ltou L the implantation of a device: these m·oid the 

confounding dfect of introducing a biomaterial into the host. One such ex

periment that has been reproduced by many scientists is that of cutting 

out (ostcolollly) the ulna in a sheep forelimb thereby overloading the radius 

(Lanyon et a l. 19 2; Lee et al.. 2002), sec Pig. 4(a) . Finite element models 

(a) {b) 

17£ 11·) 

r --

'n 

' E 

(c) 

FIG URE ·1. (a) Radiograph of lhe forelimb of a sheep after lhe ulnar o~teolomy, 
from Lee ( 1995), (b) a finite clement model of the bone. with lhe shaded region 

showing the elements to be removed tu ~imulaLP osteotomy and (c) predicted re
modeling showing LIH' growth of t he new bone in region of lhe increased stress and 

associated bone microdamage. Parts (b) and (c) after :O,[ci'\amara cl al. {1992). 
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were later created which could simulate the growth of the ulna in response 

to the overload, sec Cowin (2003) . Figure .J(b) shows the associated fini te 

clement model used to predict tlie adaptation of the bone, wi th Fig . 4(c) 

showing the predicted bone deposit ion on the periosteal surface. 

Another example of an experiment performed without the confou nding 

effect of introducing a device arc so-called '·hindlimb suspension" experiments 

whereby rats arc suspended by t heir tails so that the h ind-limbs are raised ofF 

t he grou nd t hereby lowering the stress on them. The resulting adaptation of 

t he hind-limb bones is similar to the situation in a low gravity environment, 

e.g. in space (Ha rdiman, 2004) . These experiments have shown upregulation 

of genes that cause new bone formation in the regions of high mechanical 

stressing of the bone. 

The second category of in vivo animal experiments uses devices implan ted 

into animals. One example will suffice to illustrate the idea. This is an exper

iment reported by Geris et al. (2004). A bone chamber device is placed into 

' Skm 
One of the holes through wh1ch 
bone mgrotNth to the chamber 

F IGURI:: 5. In th is ex periment, a bone chamber - consisting of an inner ( 1) and an 
ou ter (2) bone chamber , a teflon bear ing (3) and an implant (4) - is placed into 

the proxima l tibia of a rabbit (bot to m left) . T he implant, wh ich exi ts through 
the skin , can be d isplaced to load the tissue in the regenerating region (the white 
region in the figure). T his white region is open to the bone through th ree holes in 
the side of the chamber (as shown in the cross-sectional views). In some a nimals 
no t much t issue grows in (left) whereas in others the chamber becomes qu ite full 
of bone ( right) . F'igure adapted from Ceris et a l. (2004). 
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the bone of rabbits. The chamber is ini tially empty but over time the bone 

grow. in. Screwing an external load ing device onto the chamber, the implant 

can be displaced and the rcgcncra t ing tissue fo rming inside the chamber can 

be loaded, see Fig. 5. 

3 .3. Se lection exp eriments 

These experiments involve selective breeding of animals where selection 

fo r mating is made based on phenotype, e.g. some whole-organ t rait, such 

as body mass or behaviour. One might imagine taking. say, mice and se

lecting bone strength as the determining factor . In this case, since a test of 

whole bone strength \VOuld be destructive and would kill the animaL sibling 

selection is used. After some number of generations there would be a statisti

cally significant difference in the strengths of the bones between the selected 

population and a control population that mated randomly. Genetic differ

ences could t hen be ascertained, identifying genes for bone strength. Such 

experiments arc problematic, however, e.g. it is unclear how many genera

t ions would be required to see a divergence in the bone strength in fact 

such experiments have not been done, though simi lar experim ents based lhree 

generations of selection for high bone mineral density versus low mineral den

sity have been done successfully (I<lcin et al., 2001) . Garland (2003) gives 

a thorough introduction to selection experiments. 

4 . Sim u lation of the a dap tation of a n arter y by in-stent reste
nosis a fter insertion of a cardiovascu la r sten t 

Although the sections above deal with adaptation of bone, the soft t issues 

also adapt to the forces acting on them. One important medica l condition 

where the response of soft t issues to mechanical stress is evident is the re

sponse of arteries to the deploymnct of a cardiovascular stcnt. A ca rdiovas
cular stenting procedure involves expansion of an artery that is partially or 

perhaps almost completely blocked (or "stenosed"); the stent, >vhen expanded 

in situ in the stenosed vessel, acts to hold it open (Fig. 6) . Issues with respect 

to the design of cardiovascula r stents are (i) clastic recoil: the stent will recoil 

elastically when the compressive force of the artery acts on it, (ii ) scaffoldi ng: 

the stent must not allow the tissue to protrude through the repeating uni ts 

of the stent, (iii) plaque rupture: the stent must not stress the arte ry to such 

an extent that part of the plaque breaks off. These biomcchanical aspects 
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Stcnt 

FIGURE 6. Picture of a cardiovascular stent deployed (adapted from 
http://vascular.mdmercy.com/discoveries/balloon_stent.html, last acces
SC'd 19 07 2004). 

can be analysed by finite clement modelling of the post-intervention stented 

artery (Pr<'ndcrgast et al., 2003; Lally et al., in press). A further aspect of 

the performance of cardiovascular steuts relates to remodelling and adapta

tion of the vessel wal l. The stenosis reforms around the stent - therefore it is 

ca!lt~cl in-slent restenosis - and leads to the vessel becoming blocked again. It 

has be 'n found from clinical stud ies that in-stcnt restenosis depends on stent 

ciesign (Kaslrati et al., 2000; Iloffman et al, 2002). Since the stents generate 

different stress distributions on the tissue depending on their rigidity and 

~comet ric design, we propose the hypothesis that in-stent restenosis can be 

predicted based on the biomechanics of stcnt designs. 

The computational model for rcstcnosis is based on the fact that stress 

general rd by the sten L ii::i above the physiological range and sufficient to 

cause localized damage (Lally et al., in press; llolzapfel et al. , 2002). We 

hypot hesisc that the injury, or damage, provokes proliferation of the smooth 

muscle cells (Sl\JCs) wh ich migrate to t he inner lumen surface to create new 

tissue. To test this hypothesis, a simulation of in-stent restcnosis was set up 

based on this mechanism. A fin ite clement model was generated of a stent 

\\·ithin a cylindrical artery (Lally, 200.J). Using a !\Iooney-Rivlin constitutive 

model of the tissue. stress distributions were calculated. These stresses were 

used to compute a damage rate in the tissue, based on an \Noehler curve 

for Yascular tissue deYcloped in our laboratory and reported in Lally (2004), 
and :\ liner 's rule. This accumulated damage, w, was taken as the stimulus 

for S\lC proliferation within the lumen of the vessel. If the number of SMCs 

is denoted n and a mitosis rate at a site m is a function of the damage at 
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a site. then Ti = D'V2n + m(w) . Based on the number of S:\ICs in an clement 

of the finit(' clement model. t he inner lumen could be moved inwards as new 

t issue build:, up on the inner surface of the blood vessel. This algorithm can 

be us('cl to si111ulaLe, in an iterative fashio n, the gro"·th of the r<'stenosis in 

res pons(' to the presence of a s t ent: iln example of the nse of this model to 

predict in-stent restenosis for a l\'IR stent design (Boston Scient ific. Cahmy. 

Jrelancl ) is shown in Fig. 7. 

5. D evelopm ent of m echa norcgulation d uring evolution 

Over millions of generations. the skeletal template evolves, changing due 

to many imperccp ible mutations. RuiT et al., (19 3) presented evidence that 

a change in lifestyle. such as the switch from ·hunting and gathering· to agri

culture \\'ill result in an altered skeleton . Jt has been proposed that evolution 

can only take place if ntriation is present \\·ith a population. \\'c hypothesise 

tha.t the rules governing bonC' remodelling vary within a population, and that 

the current assumed 'one size fits a.ll ' bone remodelling laws nn' insufficient 

for accurate assessment of many individuals. 

Van der :\Ieulen et al.. (J 99:3) used a computer model to simulate lhC' 

growth of a long bone from an embryonic bone collar to maturity based on 

baseline growth rate and mechanical loading efl'ccts. \\'c adapted this model 

to include a grO\\·th rate constant c according to 

whC't'c Dr/Dt is the rate of bone apposition or rcsorption 0 11 the J)('rioste<d 

and endosteal surfaces. l,J is the daily stress stimulus ~mcl ltJi\S is tit(' a t tractor 

state (or desired level) stimulus on the L>onc. The effect of difi'crcut values of 

con the mature cross-section of the bone is shO\\·n bclO\Y in Fig. B. 

Om model tracks the dc\'(•lopment of a population with varying c val

ues. Each indi,·idual is represented by a diploic! chromosome with five a ll elic 

genes, as shown in Fig. 9, \\·here each gene is represented by a random num

ber between 0 and ] . The c ,·alue is determined by summing the genes at the 

fi,·e loci of the chromosome. Depending on the value of c. some individuals 

will have a more optimal bone strength than others. and \\·ill be more likely 

to su1Tivt>. Once the bones luwe r('aciicd maturity, the fit lest indi\·icluals arc 

selected for recombination, and their geucs are passed onto the next genera

tion. The model runs a simulation \\·ith a population of 1.000 individuals for 
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F IGCI1E 7. :\simulation of in-stenl restcnosis with a :\ Ill ~lent design; (a) the 

cylindrical YCsscl stcntt>d with a ;\ Ill stent, (b) the predicted pallern of restenotic 

growth using the rcstenosis alg<Jrilhm and (c) cross-sections of the restenotic 

vessel at th<• location gi,·cn in (b). fl ran be sccn front (c) that restenotic growt h 

is prcdirled to be concentrated around the struts. 
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PIGURE 

P. PrtENDEr!CAST ET AL. 

O c=0.1 Q c=0.5 Q c=1 .0 

Q c=2.0 0 c=5.0 

Effect of adjusting the bone remodeling rate constant on the cross-
sec tional shape of bones al age 60 years. 

91a 9"2a 9:la 9-la 95a 

b 9lb Y2u g;j/) 94b 95b 

FIGURE 9. Diploid chromosome, where each gene is represented by a random 
number between 0 and l. 

1,000 generations . The model offers options to include mutations at a rate 

of 10 5 per recombination. Adding mutations Lo the model si m ply consists 

of randomly doubling or ha! vi ng one of the genes in the chromosome. It 
is possible to vary the strength of the selection force cyclically to simulate 

a change in the external environment , where at certain times it is more or 

less important to have a high fitness. 

There are two possible results for each simulation: either convergence so 

that all individuals in the population hcn·c the same value of c, or the main

tenance of variation, where a range of c values arc maintained after 1000 

generations. as shown in Fig. 10. The results of the model indicate that the 

populat ions often do not conYcrgc to one Yal ue for c, \\'hich mcnns that that 

variation in the mechanoregulat ion rules is maintained in Lhc population. 

This means that for a given population, it is possible that indiYidunls· bones 

would rca<.:l differently to forces plnccd upon their bones, and that this reac

tion would be determined by their genet ic makeup. 

lf the results of this model were accepted, this might haw importnnt 

ramifications for the biomechanics field. At present. \\'hen perfonning bone' 

remodeling calculations for hip replacements. allowances arc made for cl if
fncnces in weight (loading in the model) and bone geometry (,,.it 11 pal icnt

specific CT scans or radiograph~) but 110 allo\\'nnce is uwd<:> for a pos:-.iblc 

Yariation in bone remodelling responses within the population. For example, 

an implant that may provoke bone loss in one individual may not have such 

a deleterious effect in another individual. If allowance could be lllacle for this 

facL it might be possible to give more valid predictions of the success of an 

orthopaedic implant in a whole patient population. 
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FIGURE 10. Snapshots of c values fo r populat ions after 1000 generations, for 
divergent arrd convergent populations. 

The model co uld be clevelopecl further to incorporate genetic bone remod

elling diseases. using so-called ' lethal genes' (Dawkins, 19 9) , so as to view 

the progressio n of a genetic disease over time. It m ight a lso be possible Lo 

view the effects of geographical separation on Lwo sections of a popula tion , 

to sec whether or not specia l ion could be modelled with this scheme. 

6 . Six questions in m ccha nobiology 

\\'hat arc the most significa nt questions in mechanobiology at the present 

time, and how Lhcy may be solved. 

6 .1. The con t iuuum - to-ce ll q uestio n 

In the computational models outlined abo\·e. the stimuli calculated by 

the finiLe clement models are continuum level quantities. This allows itera

tive procedures, using finite clement analysis, to be formulated to simulate 
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matn'( molecules 

s1gnalmg mol ·ules 
'l . ,. 

Forces 

FIGURE 11. Combining present nwrhanoregulation models (refer to Pig. 1) with 
the hypothesis that cell deformations and other stimulation cause expression of 

mcchanoscnsitive genes (refer to Fig. 2) gives future possible mcrhanobiological 

algorithms. 

mechanobiological processes. However, if we ,,·ish tu create models that in

clude information gai ned from experiments on cells (the kind of experiments 

described in Section 3.1), it is necessary to add Fig. 2 into the loop and to 

complete the iteratiYe procedure as shown in Fig. 11. ll uwever this will require 

models that can translate continuum level q uantitics into cell deformations 

- i.0. answer the questio11 of how conti nuum level qunnt ities convert into cell 

level dcformat ions through the cxt racc'llular matrix. 

6.2. T h e cell- to-gene question 

\\'hen cells arc clcformt'<!. some biophysical events effect gene transcription 

inside the cell illtd different signaling and matrix molecules are produced. llow 

does cell deformation affect what the cell produces? :..Iodeling the effect of 

local stimuli on the deformation of the cell components may help provide an 

ans\\'('r to this question (:..IcGany and Prcndcrgast, 200-1) when combined 

with single cell experiments using AF :..r for example. 

6.3. Stem cells a nd their differentiation as a function of mechanical 

s timulus 

For the connecti,·e tissue viewpoint in mechanobiology, we arc interested 

in mainly the mcscmchymal stem cells, i.e. t he stem cells that can differenti

ate into osteoblasts, chondrocytcs, fibroblasts, adipocytes, etc. Despite much 
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research , it is still an open que. l ion how mechanical stimul i control cell dif

ferentiation into the various lineages. l n this respect, the idea behind Sect ion 

2.2 is still speculative and in need of corroboration at the cell ular level. 

6.4. Mech an ical environmen ts for t issu e e n gineering 

Related to the question presented al.Jove is the topical question of how 

mechanical conditioning in vitro (i.e in bioreactors) can aid differentiation of 

connective tissue phenotypes in vivo. It is hypothesized that in vitro concli

tioning will create tissues of greater strength and endurance, but there is not 

very much direct experimental support for this hypothesis. 

6.5. Role for self-organizat ion in organ r egen eration 

An interesting question that has received some attention (\\'einans and 

Prenclergast, 1 996) is the degree to which non-linear responses to mechanical 

stimuli can generate spontaneous self-organisation and pattern formation in 

tissues. This arises because it is di fficul t to believe that all the information 

to grow and adapt the musculo-skeletal system is contained in the genes. 

6 .6 . C reat ion o f m cch a no-regulation r ules in phylogeny 

The relationship between mechanical stimuli and tissue function, if it ex

ists. musl have become programmed into the genes by natural selection. Like 

all aspects of natural selection, it is driven by variation. If t.his is true, then 

the mechano-regulation rules that we are trying to discover (c.f. Section 2) 

are not static but changing, and they encapsulate variability (Nowlan anu 

Prendergast, 200..J.; Prendergast, 2002). How can we cast the mechanoregu

lation rules in a mathematical format that includes their relationship to the 

genome? 
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